Clear span widths 12' through 100'

Add a ½ truss or a self-supporting overhang on one or both sides for more storage.

Mezzanines can be added for additional storage or living space.

Sheet metal loading
LIVE LOADS: Standard secondary framing on 2’ centers 108 PSF
WIND LOADS: Standard secondary framing on 2’ centers 144 PSF

Insulate
Worldwide buildings are easy to insulate at time of construction or after construction with several choices and R-values available.
OUR 50 YEAR STRUCTURAL WARRANTY IS THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY!

The most versatile, strongest steel building available

Worldwide Steel Buildings is the leading manufacturer of pre-engineered steel buildings with a unique open web truss design. Since 1983 Worldwide buildings have survived tornadoes, hurricanes, earthquakes, blizzards and ice storms without a single report of structural damage.

Our buildings feature a unique all steel or hybrid (wood) secondary framing system edge-mounted combined with our open web steel trusses to create a versatile and superior strength structure. Match the color of an existing building with our 40 year warranty sheet metal or create your own distinctive look with brick, stucco, wood, stone or other options of your choice. Choosing a Worldwide Steel Building is an investment you will be proud of, like thousands of other satisfied customers who have protected their valuables with a Worldwide Steel Building.

Our reputation of offering the strongest building in the market at an economical price sets Worldwide apart from the competition. With a combined 100+ years experience our staff will help you design the building that is right for you.

1. Setting the legs on full floor or basic concrete piers anchors building securely.
2. Wood or steel girts attach to the pre-welded clips with supplied fasteners every 2" giving superior strength and ease of interior finish.
3. There is no substitute for the strength of steel. With our bolt together framework our buildings go up fast.
4. The roof truss easily connects to the sidewall leg, connecting with heavy duty plates and structural bolts.
5. Wood or steel purlins set on top of the steel truss attached to pre-welded clips with supplied fasteners every 2".
6. Complete the framed openings for walk doors, windows and overhead doors.
7. Attach the base trim to bottom girt to create a seal guard against the intrusion by rodents or insects.
8. Attach pre-cut 40 year warranty sheet metal for walls and roof using supplied weather tight pre-painted fasteners.
9. Using our premium trim package, put the finishing touches on your building.

Designed
Worldwide design can meet all snow & wind loads. Our building provides maximum protection against extreme weather conditions including heavy roof loads and high winds. There is no substitute for steel, with our bolt together framework our buildings go up fast without requiring heavy cranes and gives you superior strength.

Versatility
Worldwide buildings are available in a variety of sizes making them ideal for a number of applications: Garages, Shops, Hangars, Boat / RV storage, Churches, Farms, Residential, Recreational, Commercial and Industrial. We also specialize in custom / unique designs to meet your specifications.

Missouri Office
10 Box 899
Peculiar, Missouri 64078
800.825.0316

Minnesota Office
1930 Industrial Park Boulevard
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55441
866.507.8335

protect what matters